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ENABLING A DATA-DRIVEN DIGITAL ENTERPRISE

Why Adaptability is More Important than Agility

Whatever business you are in today, inevitably you face an environment defined by growing 

uncertainty and unpredictability. In the face of continuously shifting sands in the day-to-day business 

environment, predetermined “best practices” offer little value when defined beyond the superficial 

level. Success in any business cannot be automated, but involves a continuous loop of planning, 

assessment and adjustment – adaptation (in a word). 

Thus while “agility” (defined generally as “the ability to change”) has been a much lauded and 

sought after outcome of business transformation for more than a decade, it remains necessary yet 

insufficient. Change by itself offers no inherent value if it is not driven in the direction of better 

outcomes. Rather it is “adaptability” which defines the end-state of digital transformation, and which 

is the only true source of sustainable competitive advantage. It is the ability to not only change 

course, to do new things, but specifically identify what to do and how to do it. 

What can be predefined and remain generally fixed are policies and rules, basic tasks and operating 

procedures. Also relatively constant are business goals and targets, as well as known constraints and 

limits of resources – “this year we must grow our topline by 20%, without compromising our target 

margin or increasing our Cost of Sales.” The challenges facing this goal will vary day-to-day, the 

strategy to overcome is constrained by both immutable rules/policies and variable circumstances, 

and the pathway to success constantly changes. Adaptability is about achieving defined goals 

with limited resources, under both hard constraints (those which cannot be changed) and soft 
constraints (those relating to desired goals and objectives, but not immutable restrictions). 

Adaptive, Not Ad Hoc: Adaptive Case Management and Goal-Driven 
Processes

The use of “adaptive” in Adaptive Case Management (ACM) refers to the need for knowledge 

worker support systems designed specifically to facilitate decision-making and to read “signals” 

from business events and activities which inform the current state of the case or business process. 

And to do deliver this while also allowing the freedom for knowledge workers to apply their own 

understanding and subject matter expertise to respond to unique or changing circumstances within 

the business environment. 

As described above, adaptability is defined as more than simply the ability to change, but how 

the change is facilitated. It can be measured through a reduced need for training and change 

management of knowledge workers, as a result of guidance provided by the system. In many cases 

each subsequent step in a process is determined only by the outcome and other circumstances of 

the preceding step. In addition, there may be unanticipated parallel activities that occur without 

warning, and may also immediately impact the process and future (even previous) activities. 

Unlike a traditional BPM processes, where the specific sequence of steps and activities is 

predetermined, with ACM all that may be known in advance is what the goal or end state (e.g., the 

successful resolution of the case), plus the policies, rules, resources, and roles involved. In this regard 

ACM is goal-driven and inherently nonlinear or dynamic. A case evolves over time, toward achieving 
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that goal, but often in unpredictable directions. It requires the ability to jump ahead, jump back, to 

go to any point based on the circumstances of that case. It is not a sequence that can be determined 

in advance. 
 

Goal-Driven Process Evolve Over Time in the Direction of Achieving a Goal, Often in Unpredictable 
Directions. Adaptive Case Management Supports the Ability to Jump Forward, Jump Back, Re-do or 

Otherwise Perform Work in Ways Which Can’t be Determined in Advance.

For these reasons, managing goal-driven processes requires the ability to define and manage 

complex policies and declarative business rules – the parameters and business requirements which 

determine the true “state” of a process. Goal-driven processes cannot be defined in terms of simple 

“flow logic” and “task logic” but must be able to represent intricate relationships between activities 

and information, based on policies, event outcomes, and dependencies (i.e., “context”). Very often, 

all that is known in advance is the “end state” or criteria defining the successful completion of the 

process, as well as rules and other attributes defining activities which may be involved, but not 

specifically which ones will be involved or when they will occur. 

An example of a goal-driven process is the admission of a patient for medical treatment. What is 

involved is in fact a process, yet the specific sequence and set of activities most does not follow 

a specific script, but rather is based on a diagnostic procedure which likely involves applying 

a combination of policies, procedures, other rules, and the judgment of healthcare workers. 

Information discovered in one step (e.g., the assessment a given condition) can drastically alter the 

next set of steps, and in the same way a change in ‘patient state’ such as patient going into heart 

failure may completely alter the process flow in other ways.

The patient admission example is a classic knowledge worker scenario, which can be facilitated but 

not fully automated. Knowledge workers need the freedom to apply their own know-how to solve 

complex process or operational problems. Doctors and nurses require thousands of hours of training 

and apprenticeship to effectively deliver medical care. Today at least, it is impossible to build an 

expert system to automate or otherwise replace this unique knowledge. Instead, it requires the 

combination of both individual subject matter expertise and a computational capability to churn 

through large number of possible scenarios. Without both, the math is simply impossible to manage. 

The Impossible Math of Simple Problems

The process of solving seemingly simple problems, such as scheduling patient admissions to a 

hospital, can present math problems of nearly impossible complexity. Consider, for example, the 

scheduling and utilization of resources. Physicians and other staff can only perform one procedure 

at a time, equipment in most cases face a similar hard constraint, and hospital beds are invariably 

single occupancy. Soft constraints include factors less immutable but which combined can be equally 

complex, such as the preferred dates of a patient or benefit of scheduling staff in according to team 

synergies. All of these are simple matters, yet when combined they create exceedingly complex math.
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Take for example the single issue of scheduling hospital beds. A typical hospital may have 300 beds. 

Scheduling one patient presents 300 possible scenarios. Scheduling two patients with 300 available 

beds presents 300 x 299 or 89,700 possibilities. Scheduling 300 patients into 300 beds offer “300!” 

possibilities (the notational for mathematical concept of “Factorial” or the possible combinations of 

any N quantity) a number so high that I cannot calculate it on any device I have access to. 

Yet we do know that this number is at least or greater than 10500 (“ten to the power of 500”) which 

makes it exponentially greater than 1080 (“ten to the power of eighty”). The latter is the estimated 

approximate total number of Hydrogen atoms (the most abundant form of matter) in the observable 

universe. It is a theoretical number, used in the study of math and physics as an almost impossibly 

large quantity to measure. Yet while an enormous number by any measure, it is easily dwarfed by the 

possible permeations involved with just one iteration of scheduling 300 hospital beds in a given day. 

Even with the relatively basic scenario described above, the math is already overwhelming. One of 

these scenarios represents the right scenario, the one that represents the optimal configuration of 

resources. Yet this isn’t simply a “needle in the haystack” but more aptly a “needle in the ocean.” 

There is in fact a single right or optimal answer, but no known way to find it in any reasonable time. 

Despite the enormous complexity of the mathematics involved, businesses face these types of 

optimization problems every day. And of course, those who can find good solutions quickly can cut 

their costs, improve their bottom line and compete more effectively. 

This is the nature of optimization and specifically how adaptability requires in-the-moment, real-

time optimization of decisions and events outside of process flow. For scenarios such as the patient 

admission process discussed above, this is where significant value can realized by extending the 

capabilities of a BPM or ACM framework with a OptaPlanner, capable of using specific algorithms to 

quickly identify the optimal solution to planning problems.

Integrating a Business Resource Planning Capability Support Adaptation Within Dynamic, 
Goal-Driven Processes, Enabling Support for Adaptive Case Management. 

What sets apart a goal-driven system is the ability to determine the sequence of a process based on 

current context – knowing what the next best action is to take. This requires all of the characteristics 

of adaptability described earlier, plus the ability to determine the optimal arrangement of specific 

resources, under both hard and soft constraints, which requires mathematical optimization software.
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Planning Problems Enterprises Need to Solve

Annually for the last few years we have surveyed organizations about the type of business 

challenges they are trying to solve, with a particular focus on those addressable through Adaptive 

Case Management, whether or not they feel that today that they are doing ACM. Invariably, at the 

top of the list is Work Planning and Assignment Management. This challenge directly mirrors the 

patient admission and scheduling scenario discussed earlier, and is a quintessential example of 

achieving defined goals with limited resources, under both hard and soft constraints. 

Every Year BPM.com Surveys Organizations on the Problems They’re Trying to Solve, 
and Work Planning and Assignment Management.

With work planning and assignment management, the focus is not managing the way the work is 

performed, but rather managing and tracking who performs that, what their assignments are or the 

interplay between projects and resources. This can be either a short-lived exercise, with multiple 

moments of continuous planning, or long-lived with essentially single thread of continuous planning, 

as will be seen in Workforce Optimization (WFO) scenarios where the placement and utilization of 

staff is constantly managed. 

This is a common function for any organization, yet typically a disparate activity scattered across 

multiple personnel managers and supervisors, thus all but eliminating any hope for optimization, 

ensuring ineffectiveness and redundancy. In scenarios such as the delivery of medical services, 

field operations, contact center operations, or countless other examples, the general effort of work 

planning and assignment management represents relatively high overhead, while optimization of this 

presents extraordinarily complex math, as we discussed earlier. This exercise requires planning and 

optimization against both hard and soft constraints, around employee availability, organization rules 

and regulatory guidelines, but most notably based on employee skill sets. 

BPM.com Survey Results: What Problems are Business Trying to Solve?
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Enabling Skills-Based Routing: a Case Study

Rijksdienst Voor Jaarlijkse Vakantie (RJV), Dutch for “National Office for Annual Holidays,” is an 

institution within the government of Belgium institution responsible for calculating the holiday 

duration and holiday allowance for over one million employees, resulting in the distribution of 2.1 

billion Euro of benefits each year. To deliver on this, the government of Belgium selected Red Hat’s 

OptaPlanner (now part of Red Hat’s supported BPM product, JBoss BPM Suite) to enable skills-

based routing to automate daily distribution of over 150,000 tasks to 150 users, based on each 

employee’s individual skill set as well as soft constraints such as any existing client relationship and 

the case worker’s availability. 

This procedure follows a classic ACM type pattern with a very data-driven business process. By 

applying the combination of Adaptive Case Management with mathematical optimization software, 

the result is not only the best combination at large or overall, but each specific case is optimized. For 

example, like many organizations today, RJV might simply say that they want to optimize the output 

of their staff. This is a very different ambition than to ensure that every case reaches an optimal 

outcome – ensuring the right skills from the right employee within the optimal timeframe deliver the 

optimal outcome, for each individual case. 

This is the essential difference between true business optimization and Adaptive Case Management 

(fine-grain focus), and that of traditional efficiency-targeting approaches such as process 

automation. For each case there is a right answer, a specific definition for the optimal outcome of 

that case, with regard to how that case and resources involved relate to the larger organization at 

that time. 

For RJV, using OptaPlanner combined with Red Hat’s BRMS, the realized results offer adaptability 

when customizing constraints combined with continuously improving capabilities for the solution 

itself, as well notably low system requirements as it was built entirely using open source software 

components.

In addition to digitizing the previously antiquated (albeit very common) paper-based process for 

task distribution, RJV also had to reconcile a number of hard and soft constraints:

1. Each user or case worker’s specific competency and skill set (hard constraint) 

2. Each user’s history and preference to working with a specific client (hard or soft depending on 

task urgency)

3. Each task’s deadline and priority in the distribution, where urgent tasks must be assigned first 

(hard constraint)

4. Each user’s schedule, available and capacity limited to 8 hours a day (hard constraint)

RJV had been using Drools Expert for business validation rules, which made progression to 

OptaPlanner a natural direction for them. What they found was that declarative way of writing 

constraints allowed them to map the business requirements on the implementation. RJV was then 

able to leverage the provided benchmark suite to evaluated changes in constraint definition and 

select the optimization algorithm.

Today the skills-based routing of RJV’s production environment allows the team to assign 50,000 

tasks to about 100 users within a mere 2-hour window.
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Summary

Aiding knowledge workers, enabling real productivity gains, would logically come from both 

automating repetitive work where possible, while facilitating the less predictable, more dynamic 

work modes requiring the flexibility to be defined according the circumstances and context of a 

given moment in time. Highly predictable work with comparatively simple, repetitive processes can 

be relatively easily supported through automation. In contrast, the dynamic of nature of goal-driven 

processes are inherently unpredictable, and cannot accurately scripted in advance, putting them of 

reach of automation. 

Rather, successfully performing these processes requires the involvement of subject matter experts 

(knowledge workers) and the freedom to apply their unique judgment and know-how to determine 

the best sequence of steps to take. Yet at various points, truly finding the best next step can require 

churning through an impossible volume of possible scenarios. Here software-enabled continuous 

planning allows knowledge workers to receive guidance on optimal directions – while still applying 

their own unique know-how and make informed decisions to achieve defined goals with limited 

resources, under both hard and soft constraints.
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